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Letter from the Commodore
Tony Venables our Admiral, originator founder and
inspiration of both the OCC and the Sea Scamp
Syndicate died earlier this year. I and many others here
sailed with Tony over the years, both on OVERLORD
and SEA SCAMP.The quarter berths in SEA SCAMP
were specially lowered to accommodate him. Tony
put Boris Johnson in the choirboy category when it
came to expressing his views, political correctness
was definitely not one of his guiding principles, he was
however a dynamic force who was great fun to sail
with, and run aground with!

She is not however everyone’s cup of tea. We all
need to identify and introduce her to those who will
enjoy and cherish her into the future, some of whom, it
is to be hoped will become skippers.

All who enjoy sailing on these two magnificent yachts
owe him a considerable debt of gratitude.

Many thanks to Sara Taffinder who has again hosted
the lunch and the AGM and who provided, with her
team, such superb cuisine.

We have had a good year as will be detailed by
our Sailing Secretary, Treasurer and Refit Chairman.
The boat has not been idle save for a couple of
weekends late in the season. Harking back to when
Tony acquired her in 1984 she is now transformed into
an elegant yacht which would not look out of place in
a perfume advert. She is a monument de patrimoine,
and we have the bowl to prove it.

In 2016 we had only one confirmed new member
(according to the Treasurer’s rightly strict criteria i.e.
paid up) out of 19 provisional members , we need to
up our conversion rate. Our Skipper qualification is
rightly rigorous, aspirants need as much mentoring as
they do examination .

Lastly by no means least my thanks to those in
the engine room of the Club, the Bills Robson and
Scatchard, Nicky, Jenny, John, Flo and Ian together
with our journal editor Adrian. Ian is regrettably
stepping down from publicity, but has agreed to keep
up the Facebook page. My thanks for all he has done
and I hope will continue to do.

Robert Stevenson - Commodore

Club Finances
Payment of Sailing Fees by direct transfer which
was introduced last year was a great success with
something like 95% of Members paying that way and
almost everybody following the instructions to restrict
any Reference to “ Txx” (where xx is the number of
the trip in the Sailing Programme) and also making
one transfer for each separate trip. Thanks for your
cooperation, and keep it up please!
With Income 3.8% higher than in 2015 and
Expenditure 24.5% lower we had a successful year.
Occupancy of 80.6% gave us 561 Berthdays worth
£29.5 each which was our highest ever even though
we held Sailing Fees at £40 for the third year running.
They will not be increased for 2017 either, so make
the most of it as the dreaded Inflation is making a
comeback.. Subscriptions (coincidentally) were also
3.8% higher , the highest since 2011 and a new record
in our 33 years’ history. Our two Social Events brought
us £425 which is equal to 14 days’ nett sailing fee. Our
late Admiral remembered SEA SCAMP in his Will (who
could have doubted it!) and we received £100 which
the Committee has decided to put towards an EPIRB
with a small plaque bearing his name.

The really important part of our finances is the
cash added to our bank account and we achieved
an increase of £5599 in 2016. This was a great
improvement on 2015 when we saw £824 nett outflow.
Over the last 5 years our cash has averaged £852
per annum in flow which we will need for future major
expenditure on the boat . Capital Expenditure this year
was exclusively the new Genoa at a cost of £1074.
The previous one lasted only 4 years and we had to
write off £450 as it was still vaued at that in our books;
a similar situation arose with its predecessor. It seems
we shall have to increase the depreciation rate so that
we write off our Genoas over 5 years and try and make
them last that long.
The new awning which was bought for £810 was
paid for entirely by Members’ voluntary contributions.
If you think having seen it (or even just photos) that
you would have liked to contribute then why not put
a little something into the next appeal. We are ”Sailorfunding” an asymmetric spinnaker which needs
no pole.The target is £1056 and we have already
collected £360 of this; post-brexit sterling is readily
accepted! Email billrseascamp@gmail.com if you
wish to help.
Bill Robson- Treasurer
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Refit Report
SEA SCAMP was lifted out on 14th November and we
built the frame in near record time on 19th November,
this year we improved the design of the mast
extension, the frame will be covered after Christmas
ready for refitting in the New Year.
At lift out we dropped the rudder – 1st time for 15
years so the bearings and rudder stock could be
examined – there is some wear which the shipwright
will repair. The copper pintle sleeve is worn and will be
replaced – this sleeve sits in the bronze cup bolted to
the keel and the bronze pintle at bottom of the rudder
stock sits in the cup.

SEA SCAMP is at the top end of the yard next to our
pontoon gangway and Nicky Twort will be our Refit
Volunteer Organiser – or Whipper in, If she has not
contacted you yet, she will be doing so soon, please
make a positive response and tell her your refit dates
– Saturday and Sundays , January to March with some
midweek days for special jobs.

The shipwright will continue the programme of
renewing the deck caulking and will attend to various
hull leaks which were identified during the season.
Scraping off paint and antifoul from the hull will be
kept to the minimum this year – only where repairs will
be done – a big thank you to John Cox for all the hard
work in prior years.
Engine “hunting” – we are having a factory
reconditioned gear box fitted.
The electric systems overhaul will continue - to
make the system safer and easier to operate.
The boom reefing gear will be checked and worn
out sea cocks replaced, there will be the usual list of
equipment to be serviced, hatch seals to be renewed
and lots of sanding , painting and varnishing to do –
plenty of jobs for all skill levels.

new mast extension tent to improve accessibility

The 2016/7 Refit Allowance of £ 1.70 is earned for
each Refit “day” done (6 hours starting at 0930). For
more details of all the refit jobs we will be doing this
year please contact me Bill Scatchard, Refit Chairman
Tel: 020 8998 4816
Email: billscat4@gmail.com
Finally Christmas Presents – a new rectangular non
stick frying pan and an ASYMMRETRIC SPINNAKER,
blue with a soaring gold Siskin, no pole, flatter cut so
we can sail closer to wind. Longer luff and shorter
leach compared to our spinnaker –use as a ghoster on
light winds.
Any contributions ?
Bill Scatchard - Refit Chairman

Safety Advisor’s Report
SEA SCAMP safety,
I was asked to take this Advisory duty as a short term
stand in!
I have read more articles in Magazines and over the
internet than........
Bill Scatchard and I did an early season check on
the safety items and all was in order.

The condition of the jackstays has been checked,
they are quite new, but UV kills them over time.
I consider the rudder to be an essential item for safe
navigation, it has been unshipped for the first time in
15 years, and will be getting some improved bearing
clearances during refit. It should not rattle about as
much it did.
An EPIRB is to be fitted for the coming season.

At Bill Robson’s instigation the length of the
buoyancy aid strops was researched and they are
thought not to be too long.
The ship’s knive for cutting a strop has been
replaced.

I have not been made aware of any safety issues by
the membership, however it is important not to place
old unserviceable items on board when new ones.
have been bought.

John Adam - Safety Advisor
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Sailing Secretary report
This year's programme followed the usual pattern
of weekends SQ based in the Spring, starting with
relaunch and shakedown at the end of March. There
were then four weekends (one a training weekend) and
a three day midweek before SEA SCAMP was sailed
from SQ to Shoreham for the Royal Escape Race from
Brighton to Fecamp. The latter was highly successful
as we came second in Class.
SEA SCAMP then went westwards to Honfleur
and the Normandy coast for the D Day celebrations,
handing over at Cherbourg for the first of nine further
cruises. These took SEA SCAMP to Brest via St Malo
and back to Plymouth and Brixham for an early July
10 day sail including the Dartmouth Classic, finishing
back in Brest.
The return to the UK (Falmouth) took place at the
end of July, the last of four cross channel sails during
the season, and was followed by two more cruise
weeks taking her back eastwards to SQ. The season
was completed with eleven further weekends.

In total eleven skippers sailed, most for more than
one weekend /cruise. This is from a total of fifteen on
the skippers list. Over 60 different people sailed as
crew (including Provisional Members). I leave it to the
Treasurer to give the exact numbers, occupancy rate
etc.
Overall I regard this as a successful year. Only two
weekends at the very end of the season had no takers
and at no time during the cruise season was the boat
lying idle and unoccupied. The programme remained
more or less as set out at the beginning of the season,
with just minor changes to destination/starting ports
made to suit individual skippers.
I would like to thank skippers for their efforts
in signing up crew and adapting to the minor
adjustments to the programme.
Following the Autumn Lunch and skippers meeting
I have prepared next year's programme, for your
consideration.
Nicky Twort - Sailing Secretary

Training and Gradings report
•
Skippers
Welcome to Andy Whitmore who is not only an
experienced yachtsman and RYA Cruising Instructor
but a jolly good chap, and to returning skippers Charlie
Chambers and Adrian Halstead (subject to in-date
First Aid and SRC certificates)
John Cox has retired from skippering due to ill health
but I hope we will see him aboard in 2017
•
Regradings
Congratulations to David Shepherd who is now a club
Mate and to new mwmber Viviane Rebeyron who has
been graded as Qualified Crew.
I know there are a large number of members at all
grades who are already ( or nearly) qualified on paper
for promotion and I urge you that when you have
your “can do” sheets complete and signed off you
must send them to me with a regrading application
and relevant certificates so that I can submit it to the
Committee for approval.
•
Training
We ran 2 training weekends in 2016, both well worth
while, and, subject to demand, will do the same in
2017. Please get in touch with me if you want one.
•
Grading and Qualifications Record
This has been up dated and will be circulated to all
members for verification.
•
Skipper assessment – summary of the report
to the Committee in September 2016

SSS has 3 skipper assessors, Rob Anstey, Alison
Dewar and John Salmon.
They are willing to continue skipper development,
mentoring and assessment into 2017. In addition they
are also willing to update the sailing manual; work
with the web manager to provide bite-sized chunks;
provide some skills articles for the newsletter; and
continue to engage with committee members and
others in developing ideas and actions that help
maintain our club safety and sustainability.
Observations and some next steps
1.
The number of active SSS skippers and mates
has been dwindling. Skipper and mate development
is therefore important for the long-term sustainability of
the club, the yacht and the safety of all those involved.
Important factors are a mix of personal readiness
to make the commitment and/or needing further
development towards the skipper grade in terms of:
•
Risk awareness and response
•
MOB sailing skills and knowledge
•
Situational awareness (combining sailing skills
with safe navigation and crew management).
2.
The Sailing Manual was published in 2009
and is need of some updating. This can be done
over the 2016/17 refit season (at the same time as
OVERLORD updates her manual). Updated hard
copies, with grade- and skill-specific sub-sections
also made available on the website, will help raise
awareness and develop skills.
3.
SSS and its members will benefit from some
continuous skills development. This will support
succession planning and help those new in grade with
skills consolidation. The Sailing Manual stresses that
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each grade from WL onwards involves some coaching
of others. Many skippers already encourage this by
running revision sessions and ‘buddy’ systems, and
by encouraging crew to learn by taking additional
responsibility. This on-board learning might be
enhanced by using the website to help SSS members
self-assess and identify their own development
needs, particularly in areas where experience might
be rusty. Borrowing from NHS practice, for example,

skills groups such as MOB, mooring, sailing skills and
navigation might be self-assessed using a checklist
menu of:
•
Rarely or never attempted
•
Learning, under close supervision
•
Able to organise and carry out, with guidance
•
Carrying out confidently and competently and
able to train others.

Grades as start of 2017 season. (for some subject to revalidation/First Aid Certificate)
Skippers
Rob Anstey
Clive Brown
Charlie Chambers
Alison Dewar
Adrian Halstead
Martin Hayden
Bill Robson
John Salmon
Bill Scatchard
John Scatchard
Mike Sharples
Rob Stevenson
Kate Taylor
Nick Thomas
Andy Whitmore

Mates
Ian Baines
John Davison
Jenny Douse
Jim Gotto
Adrian Gould
Chris Kingswood
Graham Little
Sophie Lund
Graham Macey
Denise Moore
Martin Moss
Guy Mullins
Amanda Prout
Laura Salmon
Simon Smewing
Sara Taffinder
Eden Thomson
Nicole Twort
Hilary Webb

Watch Leaders
John Adams
Mark Cullen
Peter Deeley
Celia Emmott
Anne Gaillard
Peter Hamblin
Andrew Hawthorn
Lesley Kiln
Ian Lund
Mark Meadows
John Orrell
Rob Panting
Florence Preux
Anne Robson
Mary Webb

Qualified Crew
John Adam
Jill Campion
Monica Deasy
Tracey Farkas
Carolin Gohler
Martin Golden
Kate Gotto
Millie Gotto
Poppy Gotto
Nigel Harvey
Simon Hodgins
Chris Lovegrove
Ralph McCorkindale
Rosemary McCorkindale
Colette McLaughlin
Saladin Meckled Garcia
Steve Morgan
Matthew Robson
Liz Scatchard
Sue Shrubsole

John Scatchard - Training and Gradings Secretary
Rob Anstey, Alison Dewar and John Salmon. - skipper assessment

New Member Profiles

Viviane RIBEYRON French among English,
but coming from French Brittany (Rennes), I've been
sailing on traditional sailing ships as le Renard (Saint
Malo), l'Etoile Molène (Saint Malo), le Popoff (Saint
Malo); on bigger ones : le Sedov (Mourmansk);
on replica : le Shtandart (Saint Petersbourg); on
numerous more modern ones. And, of course, on SEA
SCAMP . . . several times now
Hugh Taylor I live and work in London as a consultant advising charities and

social enterprises. I was first exposed to sailing through my Grandmother, who
whilst I was young had a little yacht in Lymington. We regularly pottered over
to the Isle of Wight, with my heart often in my mouth as my Granny showed a
careless disregard for various vast tankers (and conversely, great faith in her ‘right
of way’!). At a similar time, I trained in dinghies nearby at the Salterns sailing club.
Later on I was based inland and did some reservoir sailing at Farmoor, eventually
followed by taking my Day Skipper out of Dartmouth.
Another useful relative (this time an Aunt) is based up on the Isle of Muck
on the West coast of Scotland, where I’ve also done a (sadly) small amount of
cruising and large dinghy sailing. Having completed very enjoyable trips in SEA
SCAMP and contributed to the refit last year, I’m looking forward to meeting more
members and doing more sailing. Beyond this, my longer-term aim is to resume
climbing the RYA ladder and progress to Coastal Skipper.

Apologies to any new members missing profiles, I will endeavour to have them in the Spring Newsletter.
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Brain Tweaker
Set by Bill Robson
1.

As the range of tide increases between neaps and springs the tide is said to be ‘making’;
what is the opposite as it decreases between springs and neaps?

2.

What is an Isohyet?

3.

What countries abut the shipping forecast area called German Bight?

4.

Which Sea Area is included in only one of the four BBC LW Forecasts unless gales are expected?

Tony Venables 1928-2016
Safe at an angle
I was introduced to the OCC by
my elder brother Michael, so when
I moved to London in 1980 I joined
the OCC and had some wonderful
cruises in the Mediterranean with
Tony and other OCC Skippers.
In 1985 my father, who after his
retirement was partly financing
his travels in Africa and South
America by writing articles for the
travel section of the Telegraph. He
was asked by that Newspaper if
he knew somebody who could
organise a flotilla cruise off the
Dalmatian coast. A State owned
travel company (this was only
shortly after the death of Tito and

Yugoslavia had not descended into
civil war) wanted to re-launch its
Flotilla holidays off the Dalmatian
coast, my father got a free week’s
passage for 4 people if he wrote
about the holiday and found an
organiser.
I suggested Tony as the Flotilla
leader, and as he was not sailing at
that precise moment he was happy
to go. We arrived about 4 days
after Tony, who told us that they
had been working night and day to
get the fleet of yachts ship shape,
we then spent an idyllic week
cruising along the coast under
Tony’s overall command. It turned
out that about three quarters of all
the crews were journalists of some

description or another, precious
few fees paying passengers!
Yugoslavia still bore many of the
hallmarks of a communist state,
restaurants with very long menus
and very little actual choice, and
waiters who merited long stays in
charm school, all of which gave
libertarian minded Tony much to
fulminate about.
We all however had much to
thank him for organising the boats
in double quick time and leading
us on what was an unforgettable
cruise. The Yugoslav authorities
were less than thankful, they never
paid Tony’s bill
Rob Stevenson

Bill Robson looking up is records finds Tony last skippered SEA SCAMP in 2001, taking her to the International
Festival of the Sea in Portsmouth with Bill Scatchard, the late Dave Nicholls and Sara Taffinder as crew.
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Tony Venables 1928-2016

(many thanks to Peter Lloyd for sharing his article he has written for OVERLORDS’s Journal on which this is
based ed.)
The stories become more elaborate at
Variously described as “a legend”
That was a bit exciting,
that point, but Tony Venables, then a 33
and “the army captain who became an
year old retired Army Officer who had
admiral”, Tony Venables not only sailed
Tony’.
been her skipper whilst serving in the
OVERLORD for longer than anyone else
said Rob Anstey
Royal Army Service Corps, bought her in
is ever likely to do, he was instrumental
‘Well, I like sailing with
1961.
in preserving the yacht when the Army
panache!’ was his reply.
sold her off, he set up the OCC and he
Tony, who was planning to sell her after
spent 50 years encouraging crews to
two years, to recoup his capital and the
enjoy sailing her. Without his energy and
running costs, was persuaded to retain
enthusiasm neither OVERLORD or the
her and formed the Overlord Sailing
OCC would exist.
Club — now the Offshore Cruising Club
— with the support of friends and sailing
Parts of the story are well known.
colleagues who included Peter Whicher,
In 1945, PELIKAN, as OVERLORD
Barry Wagg and Ian Milner.
was then named, plus many more
“Windfall” yachts from the German
The rest is history. Tony continued to
Baltic fleet, was taken as a prize of war
skipper OVERLORD for another 30-plus
from Kiel. PELIKAN, was used by The
years, introducing a host of people to
Sappers at Chatham who re-named her
the joys of offshore sailing on a classic
OVERLORD.
yacht, while sailing her with skill and
Between 1946 and 1955 she had
élan. He was also instrumental in the
preservation and maintenance of both
a distinguished RORC record with
OVERLORD and SEA SCAMP, and
the Sapper Yacht Club, but she was
his contribution to the club is perhaps
eventually dismasted in a storm and the
best expressed by the comments and
Army decided to sell her off.
stories that club members and former
shipmates sent the family at the time
of his funeral, some of which we have
reproduced here.
Charging into Kos
The events, highlights and hiccups
from the last 50 years would fill a book.
OVERLORD’s entrance to Kos harbour
was a classic example:
“10 knots under full canvas, turning blind
into the harbour entrance, where the
moorings were stern to and we had no
idea if there was room.
‘Should we hand the sails now, Tony ?’
‘Oh, I think we’ll do that once we’re in and
let go the anchor.’

Tony Venables: “Work is for those who don’t know how to sail”.
He learnt to sail at the age of eight ...
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Fortunately there was a gap at the
quay between two large, gleaming
gentlemen’s yachts, just wide enough for
OVERLORD. Tony headed for it and on his
command the anchor went over. It bit with
a vengeance and OVERLORD rounded
up smartly before drifting steadily back
into her slot as the crew not-very-calmly
lowered her sails and paid out chain.
It was a stunning demonstration of Tony’s
seamanship, command of his crew, and
the two way trust that existed. And a
jaw dropping entrance for the audience
ashore.

a

OVERLORD in the (relatively) early years of the OCC. Note the
masthead rig, dark hull and hard dinghy on the coachroof
G&Ts served up, I commented
‘That was a bit exciting, Tony’.
‘Well, I like sailing with panache!’ was his
reply.
Rob Anstey
Rowing into Cherbourg
We have many happy memories of
Tony including those from a Venables
five day family cruise in May 1971.

Lack of wind meant we motored across
the Channel. About one mile short of the
eastern entrance to the Grande Rade,
Cherbourg, the engine cut out – we had
run out of petrol. The fuel cans were
empty but we poured the dregs into the
tank plus the two stroke mixture for the
outboard and the white spirit from the
paint locker. With the engine restarted,
we managed to get to within one
hundred yards of the entrance before the
motor stopped again. We were so near
and yet so far. We then tried to move the
boat by swinging the boom and mainsail
from side to side but that proved futile.
We then launched the dinghy, manned
the oars and we attempted to tow
OVERLORD into the harbour. Progress
was very slow despite many words of
encouragement from the skipper. In
the meantime, Tony was in the cockpit
and tried the starter. To everyone’s
surprise, the engine sprang to life and
Tony, anxious to exploit the opportunity,
put the engine control to full ahead.
OVERLORD surged forward, overtook
the dinghy which was now being towed.
The line was made up to the dinghy’s
mid-ships thwart and resulted in the
boat being dragged broad side on and
was about to tip the two occupants
into the water. Fortunately, the engine
did not run long enough for anything
that serious to happen. We resumed
rowing with the skipper shouting more
words of encouragement. Eventually,
we succeeded to get Overlord into the
harbour and to a point where we could
safely anchor.
Thanks to Tony’s initiative, so many
people have enjoyed the pleasures
of sailing and have visited countless
harbours and anchorages throughout
Europe.
Geoff and Giull Parr
Aground in St Vaast
As a new member of the OCC
I somehow found myself on the
Committee and as Secretary! In those
days the meetings were lengthy affairs
going on until the wee small hours often 1.00 or 2.00 in the morning. I
remember Tony and Peter Whicher often
arguing over the minutiae of some piece
of equipment.
One of my more memorable incidents
when sailing with Tony occurred when
we were leaving the inner harbour at St.
Vaast. We went aground in the middle
of the harbour - this time nothing to do
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with Tony! The lock keeper had failed
to close the gates when he should have
done. OVERLORD started to lean,
so the crew were hastily summoned
into action and, as I remember it, the
boom was swung out and the crew
heavyweights were ordered to sit on it
and/or the dinghy, with heavyweights
on board, was hung off the boom until
OVERLORD was upright. The French
on the “Sunday Promenade” had never
had such entertainment! Then, in true
Tony fashion he despatched a gang
to Monsieur Gosselin to get “sparrow
grass”, strawberries and creme fraiche
to supplement lunch.
Sailing with Tony was never dull!
Trish Fleetwood
Marabu days
What a super chap he was! My best
and most lasting memory of Tony was
on a MARABU trip from Brighton to the
Isles of Scilly in June 1981. The trip was
dubbed ‘Westward Ho!’ because
of the relentless F6-7 winds and rain for
the whole seven days. I was the
‘youngster’ then at 40 and learned so
much from Tony.
Bruce Rawlings

Seizing the opportunity
In seeing the opportunity with
OVERLORD in the 1960s, and then
SEA SCAMP where Elaine first met
him, Tony succeeded in rebuilding two
windfall yachts, that have provided the
opportunity for countless hundreds or
thousands of people who would not
have had the experience of sailing
safely all over Europe over the years on
a classic yacht, with an amazing
history. It was sailing on both yachts
that gave us the confidence to go off
cruising on Pipistrelle.
Thank you Tony.

“His dedication
to the yachts he
loved touched and
changed the lives
of so many people”

Bob and Elaine Hazell
Safe at an angle
In 1996, I found great friendship and
fun, and a safe, often exciting way to
enjoy life afloat as a non-sailing female.
So many of us have to thank you for
your vision, and for sharing OVERLORD
in this amazing club. I had the privilege
of sailing with you several times before
you hung up your oilies, most
memorably round Gibraltar at a crazy
angle in 2002. I have the memories and
the photos, and will always think of you
with great affection.
Sue Bateman

Table talk
Tony was undoubtedly a larger than life
character without whom life would have
been completely different and much
less exciting.
It would be hard to find any other
person whose dedication to the yacht
he loved touched and changed the lives
of so many people.
Thank you Tony for all the thrilling
sailing, the hairy moments and the
many real friendships that you gave us.
My own involvement goes back to
committee meetings in his Antiques
Shop in Farnham when the priorities
of life seemed to be simply the need to
stop the leaks and kill the rust, without
of course putting too much weight on
the priceless Georgian dining table.
Happy days!
Ian Milner

John Anthony Venables
January 1928: Born in Putney.
1945: Becomes apprentice surveyor.
1946-1948: Joins Army, goes to
Sandhurst, commissioned into Royal
Army Service Corps (RASC).
1948-1955: Posted to Berlin,
Malaya and Hong Kong,where he
commands 13 vessel flotilla.
and has duties which include
teaching all ranks to sail:
“I was commanding Generals,
Brigadiers, Colonels and Majors on
a boat with no engine, telling them
‘Get a move on, get that anchor
down’”.
1955: At RASC Farnborough,
Encounters Overlord for the first time
1961: Leaves army with rank of staff
captain. Works for Schweppes.
1961: Buys OVERLORD (which had
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been dismasted) from The Treasury.
1963: Formation of Offshore
Cruising Club (OCC).
1984: Purchase of SEA SCAMP and
formation of Sea Scamp Syndicate
1965-1986: Becomes antique dealer,
lecturer, valuer and restorer of both
antiques and classic yachts.
April 2016: Departs.

Cruising Area 2016, Who sailed where when

S.Q.

Shorham

Torquay
Dartmouth
Salcombe
Newton Ferrers
Fowey Plymouth
Falmouth
Coverack
Alderney

Fecamp
Cherbourg
St Vaast

St Peter Port

Honfleur
Deauville
Ouistreham
Gorey
Île-de-Batz

Isle de Chausey

St Quay-Portrieux
Roscoff Bloscon
L’Aber Wrach
Brest
Camaret
Lanvéoc
Morgat
Douarnenez

Granville

St Malo

Spring sailing in the Solent
9 - 10 April - Training Weekend 12 - 14 April SQ - Yarmouth.
John Scatchard (S)
Clive Brown(S)
Flo Preux (M)
Sara Taffinder (M)
James Wickens
Jenny Douse
Chris Lovegrove
Nick Maynard
Mark Salanson
Christopher Lovegrove
Tracey Farkas

16 - 17 April Newton Creek.
Andy Whitmore (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Tracey Farkas
Flo Preux

23 - 24 April S.Q. - Yarmouth
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould(M)
John Adam
Chris Lovegove

29 Apr - 1 May S.Q. - Bembridge. 7 - 8 May S.Q. - Cowes
Alison Dewar (S)
John Salmon (S)
Mark Goodhand(Acting S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Laura Salmon
Laura Salmon (M)
Ian Baines
Flo Preux
Bruce Rawlings (OCC)
Peter Deeley
Faye Plummer

14 - 15 May S.Q. - Bembridge
Mike Sharples (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Grainne Conole
Jekaterina Rogaten (PM)

21 - 22 May S.Q. - Yarmouth
Rob Stevenson (S)
Denise Moore (M)
Hugh Taylor
Ian Taylor (PM)
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Summer Cruising
27 May Shorham - Fecamp.
Royal Escape Race
John Scatchard(S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Adrian Gould
Terry Secretan
Andrej Horvath (PM)
Julia Bowman (PM)
12 - 17 June Cherbourg - St Malo. 18 - 24 June St Malo - Brest
John Salmon (S)
Alison Dewar (S)
Chris Kingswood (M)
Ian Baines (M)
Simon Smewing
Jenny Douse
Dave Shepherd
Eamonn Healy
Mark Meadows

1 - 10 June Honfleur - Ouistreham
D Day Celebrations
John Scatchard(S)
Hilary Webb (M)
Adrian Gould
Tony Fortnam (part)
Julia Bowman (PM)
Sara Taffinder
25 June - 1 July Brest - Falmouth 4 - 6 July Dartmouth
Mike Sharples (S)
John Scatchard (S)
Sara Taffinder (M)
Sara Taffinder (M)
Martin Golden
Charlie Chambers (PM)
Chris Lovegrove
Andy Hawthorn
Minji Xu (PM)
Millie Gotto

8 - 10 July Dartmouth Classics
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Graham Macey (M)
Nigel Sharp (Guest Journalist)

11 - 19 July Dartmouth - Brest
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Graham Macey (M)
Jill Campion
Nigel Harvey

20 - 24 July, Brest
Bill Scatchard (S)
John Adam (M)
Chris Lovegrove
Viviane Ribeyron (PM)

25 - 29 July Brest - Falmouth
Bill Robson (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Chris Lovegrove
Matthew Robson

31 July - 5 Aug Falmouth - Torquay
Alison Dewar (S)
Adrian Halstead (M)
Celia Emmott (M)
James Wickens

6 - 7 August Torquay - SQ
John Scatchard (S)
Charlie Chambers (M)
Tom Rawlings (PM)
Shannon DeConick(PM)
James Brady (PM)

20 - 21 Aug Solent Waters
Mike Sharples (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Minji Xu (PM)
Fionia Huang (PM)
Ann Russell (PM)
Brian Russell (PM)

27 - 29 Aug S.Q. - Itchenor
John Salmon (S)
Laura Salmon(M)
Peter Deeley (PM)
Judith Bourne (OCC)
Steph Evans (Friend)

25 - 26 May SQ - Shoreham
John Scatchard (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Adrian Gould
Terry Secretan
Mark Salanson

29 - 31 May Fecamp - Honfleur.
John Scatchard(S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Adrian Gould
Tony Fortnam
Julia Bowman (PM)

Autumn sailing in the Solent
13 - 14 Aug - SQ - Northney
Alison Dewar (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Amanda Prout
Flo Preux

15 - 17 Aug SQ - Newton C.
Alison Dewar(S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Rob Panting
Sophie Lund
Eamonn Healy (OCC)

3 - 4 Sept S.Q. - Yarmouth
Rob Stevenson (S)
Sara Taffinder (M)
Anna Stevenson
Harry McGregor (OCC)

10 - 11 Sept S.Q. - Newtown C. 18 - 19 Sept S.Q. - Yarmouth 23-24 Sept S.Q. - Lymington
Andy Whitmore (S)
John Scatchard (S)
Bill Scatchard (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Hilary Webb (M)
Amanda Prout (M)
Sara Taffinder
Flo Preux
Mark Salanson (PM)
Dave McIntrye (PM)
Lars Stapleton (PM)
Tracey Farkas
Phil Saatchi (PM)

1 - 2 Oct S.Q. - Folly Inn
Kate Taylor (S)
Adrian Halstead (M)
James Wickens
Flo Preux
R. Stevens (PM)

8 - 9 Oct S.Q. - Beaulieu
OCC Regatta
Bill Scatchard (S)
Amanda Prout (M)
Adrian Gould
Flo Preux
Barbara Booth (PM)

12 -13 Nov S.Q. - Hamble R.
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Mike Sharples
Flo Preux
Graham Macey
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15 - 16 Oct S.Q. - Cowes.
Andy Whitmore (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Tracey Farkas
Sara Taffinder
Keith Farley-Pittman

22-23 Oct S.Q. - Newton C.
John Scatchard (S)
Hilary Webb (M)
Jon Orrell
Jackie Wright
Mark Salanson
Jackie Oliver (PM)

Cruise Reports 2016

23-24 April, OCC Spring Rally

Bill Scatchard (S), Adrian Gould (M), John Adam, Christopher Lovegrove
Forecast N 4 or 5 , variable 3 later.
A civilised departure at 10 am,
main and no 1 Jib up, emergency
stop practice and M O B off Netley,
picking up buoy under sail at
Calshot. Oven testing at lunchtime
– pizza excellent. Good sail down

Western Solent to Yarmouth where
we rafted upto OVERLORD.
Met other yacht crews participating
at the OCC Spring Rally for
an excellent meal at the Royal
Southern Yacht Club.
Sunday Forecast – NW3 with

showers. A fast beat, with the
tide, up Western Solent and then
Southampton Water back to
Shamrock Quay in 3 ¾ hours.
copy - Bill Scatchard
photo - Chris Lovegrove

SEA SCAMP and OVERLORD at Yarmouth
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30 April - 2 May, Master Chef Cuisine and a Wet Fart

Alison Dewar (S), Laura Salmon (M), Ian Baines, Adrian Gould, Bruce Rawlings (OCC)
We all met onboard on Friday
evening having travelled from
various parts of the country.
We welcomed Bruce from
OVERLORD, his first trip on SEA
SCAMP. Supper was a cod and
monkfish fish stew with a sweet
potato confit, prepared by Alison,
all washed down with Banrock
Station colombard chardonnay.
Laura arrived after
10pm, which meant we
had eaten her fish stew
for fear that it would go
cold. Still there were
no hard feelings as
she brought with her a
bottle of champagne,
which was opened very
quickly and went down
extremely well!

had a leisurely sail to practise
anchoring under sail and some
more MOB practice. After a
late breakfast bacon and egg
sarnies, we had a late lunch of
ham and salad. We then ended
up anchoring in Osborne bay. We
made contact with OVERLORD
who were returning back to
Cowes after their JOG race to St

via the North Channel around
Bramble Bank. It was a broad
reach or beam reach all the way,
making for some exciting sailing
and speeds of over 8 knots! We
heard what we thought was a
spoof radio check on the VHF, a
yacht claiming to be called ‘wet
fart’. The coastguard was not too
amused, with good reason when

Saturday morning
was a leisurely start
with time for showers
and crew brief, plus
a chance for me to
practise my passage
planning and secondary
port calculations! We
slipped moorings
from SQ into sunny
but benign sailing
conditions. We motored
down Southampton
Water and took the
north passage around
Bramble Bank. Lunch
was served en route,
a selection of game
and pork pies served
with a cabbage and
apple salad. After lunch Adrian
practised MOB by which time we
got some wind, a fair bit of it! We
were forced into some reefing
of the main and deployment of
the no. 2 jib. We made it into
Bembridge and were moored on
a premier pontoon at the marina
in good time. Dinner was a prawn
and asparagus risotto, topped
with a parmesan crumb prepared
by Laura, followed by eton mess
and washed down with a fine
Prosecco.

Vaast. It was claimed by them
that we had taken Bruce as
hostage, although this could not
be independently verified. Dinner
was prepared by Alison and
Adrian, a feast of roasted lamb
shoulder with a jus, new potatoes
and spring veg, washed down
with a Brazilian Merlot. Pudding
was rhubarb crumble with custard
or crème fraiche. The evening’s
entertainment was a game of
charades, which was great fun, I
haven’t laughed so much in ages!

you consider how their foolish
actions could be putting lives at
risk. With the combination of a
strong onshore wind and tide on
our pontoon, berthing was tricky
and we decided to moor in the
opposite direction to normal. We
were treated to a late lunch of
pea and ham compote, followed
by sausages and a mushroom
fraiche.

Sunday was an early start to
catch the tide out of Bembridge,
on a beautiful morning. We then

Monday was overcast with rain at
times. We treated ourselves to a
lie-in and set off back to SQ, again
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With thanks to all for great
company and a highly enjoyable
weekend. We hope that Bruce will
sail with us again soon!
photo and copy - Ian Baines

27 May - 10 June, Royal Escape Race and D Day celebrations

John Scatchard(S), Adrian Gould(M), Nicky Twort(M), Terry Secretan, Andrej Horvath (PM),
Julia Bowman (PM), Tony Fortnam, Sara Taffinder.
(A trip with lots of comings and goings of the crew. Highlights of the trip were the Royal Escape Race, 2nd
in class, and the D Day clelebrations. I have recieved two lovely reports and lots of photos.. read on Ed.)

How would you like to come on a
sailing trip??...asked John...
I first met John Scatchard at a
Brighton & Hove U3A table tennis
session at the King Alfred Leisure
centre on Hove seafront. A quiet,
yet determined, opponent - with
a demon forehand! Later, in the
spring of 2016, I went on a U3A
walk that he was leading and
we finally got around to having a
chat. John’s ears pricked up once
he found out that I had done a
little sailing...and had gained my
‘Competent Crew’ qualification
some years before ... and before
I knew it, I found myself invited to
join his crew for a sailing trip to N.
France on SEA SCAMP!

Sailing in such a prestigious
race had definitely not been on my
bucket list - however, my rather
undignified introduction to the
sport did not put me off and I soon
entered into the spirit of the voyage.
Once safely moored at Fecamp,
the real learning began...and this
was to continue for 10 whole days
and nights as we continued to sail
along the Normandy coast. The
crash-course included how to
live alongside 5 strangers without
causing upset ... being introduced
to yachting etiquette such as how
to walk across other sailing boats
in the middle of the night ... and
learning a completely new (seafaring) language!

Thus it was that I, a relative
novice, found myself sailing
across the English Channel on
May 27th, 2016, as a member of
SEA SCAMP’s crew participating
in this year’s Royal Escape Yacht
Race. And we came second in
class, no less ... though I have to
say it was no thanks to me since,
unfortunately, I found out the hard
way that l suffer from sea-sickness
and I spent most of the10 hours
of our Channel crossing down
below...

Then l needed to get to grips
with the multitude of skills involved
with sailing a small craft such as
mooring, casting off, setting sail
and various systems such as how
to use the heads (loo!), where to
store ropes (sheets!), sails and
other untidy items, how to tie
knots, re-fill (water, fuel,) connect
(electricity, water hoses) empty
(rubbish mainly - and endlessly),
mend (anything), store kit (mine
and others’) store (provisions...in
the correct hidey-holes!), and pass
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through a lock (with difficulty).
Then there was the personal stuff
such as where are the showers
in foreign ports? Or how do you
connect your ipad to wifi in foreign
ports? Or trying to find your kit
when someone has moved it... and
moving around the cabin when its
dark and you are under pressure. ,
Or you need a change of clothing
because the weather has change
... and you’ve lost your essential
items and you feel ill, tired, cold
and/or hungry and you can’t get
comfortable - but you just have to
persevere! Indeed, sailing itself
seemed to be one of the less
complicated and troublesome of
the skills to learn, if you disregard
the higher skills of learning to
navigate, steer, tack and gybe and
trimming/setting the sails!
But: there is the camaradarie
on board, the sharing, friendship
and the mutual support; the fun
moments, the teasing and the
laughing. The great food and
drink, the sight-seeing, the sense
of adventure - where life is lived
mainly outdoors amongst the
elements ... This is why I look
forward to joining the Syndicate
and to enjoying further sailing
adventures in 2017.
copy - Julia Bowman
photos - Crew and friends

entrance to Fecamp

Fecamp Harbour
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And from Hilary
Wednesday 1 June
Sara and Hilary arrived in Le Havre
by overnight ferry. SEA SCAMP was
marooned by weather in Honfleur
(poor things!), so we were met by
skipper John and had a few hours
before the bus to Honfleur, spent
looking at Auguste Perret’s love-itor-hate-it post-war architecture, and
bus-fulls of riot police apparently
expecting trouble from the CGT.
The bus took us over the exciting
Pont de Normandie. The rest of
the crew were still crowing from
their success in the Royal Escape.
After a brief tantalizing hello to
Honfleur we set sail for Deauville.
Entering the inner harbour we were
met by Tony’s friends, some of us
had met previously, Yves, Michel,
and Christian, and were invited for
drinks on Michel’s boat nearby.
We dined in a bar near the bridge
to Trouville. Weather decidedly
disappointing.
Thursday 2 June
Crew dispersed to meet friends,
write postcards, shop, explore,
drink coffee and read papers,
returning to the boat for salad
nicoise thanks to Adrian. PM
for more cultural and other
pursuits, including an exhibition
of fine paintings by Jaques-Emile
Blanche. Poulet Bourguignon and
fruit salad by Julia for supper, wine
and calvados de rigueur.
Friday 3 June
Tony gave us a guided tour of
Trouville, including the little ferry
from Deauville and a walk along
the beach to the turreted house
where he lived for seven months.
We met Yves to go to L’Essentiale,
apparently a ** Michelin restaurant
for lunch and much franglais with
French friends – eleven of us in
total. Lovely meal but a series
of ten photographs were taken
at regular intervals during the
discussions over the bill.
Saturday 4 June
We left at 8.30 to sail to
Ouistreham, but in fact motorsailed apart from 15 minutes and
were on the waiting pontoon for
the 1.00 lock, then to the Porte
de Plaisance in our usual spot

under the poplar trees handy for
L’Ecluse bar. Jobs on board for
some, shopping for others. On
the way to the shops the ferry was
spotted and we met Jon Orrell
(SS member) and party, including
Norman and Frank, two of “our”
veterans. The third, Alan, who is
looking increasingly frail, we met
later. When we went to book supper
at L’Ecluse the patron Maurice
offered to come and pick us up
from Carrefour with the shopping,
and did! Lovely meal, then a walk
to Riva Bella to Pub Tommies, now
owned by Brigitte and Fabrice,
who run the Bunker Museum. A
group was playing, accompanied
sometimes by John Orrell. Jackie
Wright (SS member) was there with
a lot of her family, and came back
to the boat for a nightcap.
Sunday 5 June
Skipper’s birthday, which he
reminded us of frequently. However
he did receive some cards and
several bars of chocolate, as
well as sparklers at midnight and
candles in his tarte. Supper was
Keralan curry care of Hilary. Then
to Pub Tommies where a wonderful
pianist was playing.
Monday 6 June
We attended a military memorial
service at the port, then some
walked to Pegasus Bridge, where
we saw 2 wartime boats, a flypast and parachute drop (in the
distance). The beer was good
too. Others went to see (most of)
the veterans off on the ferry and
shopped for essentials like wine
and tonic. Supper chez Maurice
and Nadine – turkey in cider, and
we said goodbye to Julia and her
friend David.
Tuesday 7 June And then there
were 4 (or a skipper and 3 mates)
Up early to escort Tony to the ferry,
then after breakfast we joined the
many boats waiting for the first lock
of the day. Inside were the two
military boats seen at Pegasus –
MGB 81 and MTB 102 on their way
home to Portsmouth. As we all left
the lock, the fishing boats waiting
to enter all sounded their fog-horns
in salute. Calm sea, but chilly,
mostly motor-sailing accompanied
briefly by dolphins. Anchored
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outside St Vaast to wait for the gate
to open, then arrived on the visitors’
pontoon at 10pm.
Wednesday 8 June
We took the amphibious vehicle
to Tatihou Island (some of us for
the 3rd time) to look at the Vauban
castle, German fortifications,
gardens and museum. On the way
back the driver took a detour to
show us a pod of dolphins, to our
delight and that of a party of 4, 5
and 6 year-olds. Delicious plaice
dinner on board thanks to Adrian.
Thursday 9 June
We went for a walk round La
Hougue – sister Vauban castle to
Tatihou, along vertiginous narrow
walls above the moat, before eating
on board and greeting the arrival of
OVERLORD, which had been stuck
in fog at Arromanches. Cocktails
on OVERLORD, then the two crews
dined at the fish restaurant on the
quai with the unlikely name of Criée
du Tomahawk. Working out the bill
seemed as tortuous as a previous
one.
Friday 10 June
A pleasant motor sail to Cherbourg,
hugging the coast to take
advantage of favourable tides. It
was somewhat misty but the tall
Phare de Gatteville on the corner
near Barfleur was unmistakable.
When completed in 1835 it was
the tallest lighthouse in the world,
and the stump of its predecessor
is nearby. The approach to
Cherbourg is interesting as it is
apparently the second largest
artificial harbour in the world (after
Ras Laffan in Qatar). The outer wall
has 5 nineteenth century forts. We
easily found our way to a berth on
P pontoon, and friendly neighbours
joined us for aperatifs (we also
sorted out and cleaned the boat of
course). Ready steady cook pasta
supper.
Saturday 11 June
After a final clean-up crew
dispersed to trains and ferries. A
lovely trip.
copy - Hilary Webb

Lock Control Honfleur - Hilary Webb

11 - 18 June, Cherbourg to St Malo sprinkled with a few islands
John Salmon (S), Ian Baines (M), Simon Smewing, Mark Meadows, Eamonn Healy
This was always going to be
an interesting trip, more of a
cruise than a delivery. John,
Eamonn, Mark and myself met
up at Portsmouth for the fast ferry
to Cherbourg. We arrived at a
somewhat unfriendly Gare Maritime
in Cherbourg, with no taxis in sight!
We phoned for one who charged
us €16 for the 5 minute journey.
Bienvenue en France!
We met Simon on board, who
had arrived earlier from Dieppe
and had kindly stocked up the
boat with some food. We then
set off in search of a restaurant
for dinner. We found a cheese
restaurant, which introduced us
to the delights of Normandy cider,
more on this later. Soon we began
to warm to our surroundings! Mark
scouted out a bar showing the
football, so we headed there for a
rather uninspiring English result.
Nevermind, we’re sailing tomorrow.

Sunday was victualing in the
morning and getting SEA SCAMP
ready for sea. We enjoyed
stocking up in the supermarche
on good beer, wine and of course
cidre! After our safety briefing
expertly done by Mark, we set
off on the tide out of Cherbourg
harbour towards Alderney. I’ll admit
that my memory of this passage is
a bit sketchy but I’m sure it was a
pleasant if slightly chilly and maybe
wet evenings sailing as we were
sailing into the prevailing wind. We
arrived in Alderney, picking up a
mooring buoy in Braye harbour and
dinner was on board.
We parted Braye early on
Monday morning to pick up
the favourable tide. We had to
navigate the Swinge that created
quite choppy sea, so much that
we saw SEA SCAMP’s bow fall
under the waves at one point.
Once safely through we had an
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enjoyable sail to St Peter Port under
Eamonn’s careful navigation albeit
beating into wind a fair bit of the
way. It felt strange to leave France,
sail 40 miles or so and set foot
back on Great Britain again. St
Peter Port felt very much a part of
the UK and we enjoyed a traditional
pub meal that evening.
Tuesday was an early start to
catch the tide out past Sark and on
to Jersey for an interesting day’s
sail around the northern coast
of the island. After some careful
pilotage, we dropped the anchor
off Gorey. It was a pretty spot, so
nice that we decided to stay on
board and enjoy the view for the
evening. Supper was sausage and
penne pasta, expertly put together
by Eamonn and the perfect
antidote to a good day’s sailing.
Our next destination was back
to France and we set our sights

on Granville. We enjoyed our
sailing on this leg, the wind on the
beam or thereabouts, with rocks
to negotiate around us, a common
hazard on this trip. We enjoyed
exploring the pretty old town of
Granville and we visited a pizzeria
for dinner with more cider, although
this vintage was perhaps not hitting
the heights of some of the others.
We retired to a local bar for some
beers over the France game, which
we enjoyed watching with some
of the locals who were somewhat
passionate about their national
team!
Thursday was a leisurely start
followed by a traditional English
brunch. We stocked up on crab

and oysters in anticipation of
a seafood feast that night. We
decided to sail to the Iles de
Chaussey, a group of islands off
the coast. We enjoyed a very
pleasant sail beating into the
light winds, which strengthened
nicely for us as we neared our
destination. And what a place
it was. Simon had visited here
before and persuaded us to visit
the island. The views and scenery
here were truly stunning, something
very special indeed. Dinner was
more sausage penne followed by
seafood (and a fair bit of wine!).
The crab was delicious although
we only managed to open one
oyster before the oyster knife
broke!!

Friday’s sail was to our final
destination, St Malo. We found the
navigation into the port somewhat
confusing, but maybe most people
rely on GPS now, who knows?
We visited the former German fort
in WWII, and found a delightful
restaurant, to enjoy some seafood
(with Oysters!) and steaks. By now
the cider was flowing! The final
evening was rounded off with a visit
to a local bar playing traditional
French folk music. It was a truly
memorable experience, a perfect
finale to a highly enjoyable week
with a fantastic crew. Plus we
managed to sail every day with
reasonable weather to boot. Many
thanks to all!
copy - Ian Baines
photos - Simon Spewing

Real colour of the sea coming into Granville

Iles Chausey showing the front leading mark
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18 -25 June, Brittany and Farewell Old Friends

Alison Dewar(S), Chris Kingswood(M), Jenny Dowse, Dave Shepard,
Friday 17 June
My son drove me through biblical
floods from Lewes to Portsmouth.
Sailing his old banger through
roads the police feared to go.
Relieved to make the terminal in
time. Especially as the ‘Bretagne’s
vestibule has a 5 star ambience.
Its Les Abers restaurant – where
we spent the first 3 hours of the
trip – was very civilised. Nice food
and drink. Back in our compact but
warm dry cabin we admired the
hot shower and real toilet. Not the
most arduous preparation for Sea
Scamp but then it is not romantic
and beautiful like she is.

Unfortunately the forecast was
horrid. Heavy rain, wind gusting
F6 in the wrong direction so a day
of make and mend declared. We
scoured the chandlers for winch
bushes but did manage to find a
brosse-en-laiton, which was just
right for Dave to finish cleaning
the winch gears. And the card it
was attached to was perfect for
mending the cooker knobs (Dave
again). The afternoon was spent
restocking although as most shops
were closed on Monday Jenny
rested in the bar and wine shop on
Rue Clemenceau. We had a nice
pizza meal near there and early
bed.

Saturday 18 June
Woken by gentle loudspeaker
music at 5am as we approached
St Malo I had a moment of
disorientation: were we back in
Butlins?
Met John Salmon and crew
outside the terminal. They had a
good week and warned us of two
urgent problems; a dodgy main
halyard winch and the only oyster
knife was broken. We had lunch
in town, St Malo in sunny sleepy
weekend mood. An afternoon of
shopping and desperate search
for new oyster knife while Dave
our designated and real engineer
(there’s posh) overhauled the main
halyard winch. While he was at
it he discovered the fore halyard
winch sheet articulating plate was
on facing the wrong way. We had
baked fish for supper with a rather
good white wine (courtesy of
Alison).

Tuesday 21 June – Midsummer: St
Quay to Roscoff (Bloscan)
Up 5am, slipped 6am. For the
first few hours we had to motor into
a W2 on the nose; raining and wet.
However we were whizzed along
by the tide. This part of the coast is
greyer and has more drizzle than
`southern Brittany but off shore it
is made more interesting by unruly
mobs of rocks and strong tides.
Nicer dry afternoon as we rounded
Sept Isles and headed down the
coast. Reached Roscoff at 16.00
after 10 hours and were welcomed
by a very happy American-French
marina man, who offered a
hammerhead for the lovely boat.
The marina in Roscoff is posher
than St Quay, for one thing you
don’t have to bring your own toilet
seat. We took a taxi to Alison &
Jenny’s excellent recommendation
– Les Arcades – for supper.

Sunday 19 June: St Malo to Portrieux.

Wednesday 22 June: Roscoff to
L’Aberwrac’h

Up 05.30 and off 06.20 to avoid
being headed by the horrid spring
tide. Wind W3 but on the nose so
we had to motor most of the way.
We reached St Quay-Portrieux as
the tide was turning. Had an early
supper of spag bol with starters of
ham & cheese or oysters for the
aficionados. Early bed ready for
anything.
Monday 19 June: St Quay-Portrieux

Off 08.30, a late start. We
motored and motor sailed through
Isle de Batz passage, between
La Croix and l’Oignon to Basse
Plate then the outlying cardinals.
Later the visibility closed again but
we found Libenter (the cardinal
marking the outer entrance
passage). We even had reduced
speed on the way so as to arrive
at Libenter as the ebb eased,
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for a safer turn into our dog-leg
down river towards L’Aberwrac’h
marina. We had to pick or way
through kamikaze children from
the summer dingy sailing school
and blind windsurfers. Now we tied
up outside the wave break. We
met the crew of a nearby yacht,
Beowulf. One had sailed on Sea
Scamp’s sister ship Sea Wraith
and another on Sea Feather, so
they were fascinated with Sea
Scamp. We also helped berth a
crippled maxi whose engine was
US due to water cooler problems (I
may have misheard, possibly their
hot shower had gone cold). They
had had a long 18 hour haul from
Loctudy. Their skipper had trained
as a carpenter shipwright and had
helped build the Arethusa.
After supper I attempted to
poison the skipper with chestnut
pancakes – probably substituting
a smear of chestnut puree with a
whole tin was too much of a good
thing. A passing Breton fisherman
waved and blew a kiss Sea Scamp
or possibly to Alison.
Thursday 23 June: L’Aberwrac’h to
Camaret
Slipped at 06.45 so we could time
our entrance to Le Four passage
with the start of the south going
tide. Proper sailing at last and it
was lovely. We ran down Chenal
du Four carefully following the
buoys. We goose-winged elegantly
towards the narrower section.
Dave had been mate training
all week. I inducted him into the
3 stages of leading a successful
mutiny; 1/ Mild disquiet, 2/
muttering menacingly (this =
canon ball rolling, if on a ship of
the line), 3/Crew gel and plan
next move. Stage 4 is poisoning
skipper’s oysters or casting adrift
in lifeboat. But we were sailing with
Alison, a cherished skipper who
was also making our breakfast – so
this was theory only, the practical
will have to await a different trip.
We shot down the Chenal du
Four at 6-7 knots by wind and tide,
then turned and reached across

the bay to Camaret; a wonderful
satisfying day’s sailing. We
arrived early afternoon for snacks
on board. Camaret is another
charming North Breton village:
we had a walk ashore and a very
late lunch (10pm) of prawns and
digestif in a nice café.
Camaret, once a very important
fishing centre is now another
commuter village for Parisian
exiteurs. They have built a large
modern marina. The curved bay
frontage of the village has lots of
bars and restaurants. Interestingly
the showers and toilets are in the
dungeons of the old harbour fort.
The windows and door have strong
iron bars – it is a bit like being back
in Wormwood Scrubs. On the mole
is a touching church; Notre-Dame
de Rocamadour. The roof is built
like an upside down boat hull. Ship
models are hung from the ceiling
as prayers for the safety of their
crews; with a side alter where the
fishing families can light candles for
a safe return.
Friday 24 June: Camaret to Brest
(Marina de Chateau)
We had made a late-night pact

not to find out the result of the
referendum in case something
ghastly happened; so we could
enjoy our last day of sailing.
Unfortunately, by morning, the
marina pontoons were full of
grieving dazed people wandering
disconsolately trying to comfort
each other. Our misery was made
bearable by kind Europeans calling
by to offer consolation. As Paddy
Ashdown said “"Fear has beaten
hope, fiction has beaten fact and
our country has been catapulted
into the unknown".
Dave’s last day of mate training.
We began with a dry and gentle
wind that gradually picked up
to a brisk NW. Out of harbour
Dave practised stopping the boat
using the mainsail beside various
buoys. Then we beat out toward
Pointe St-Mathieu to give us a
long run back on the spinnaker.
Half the crew were phobic of the
spinnaker – a mind-bendingly
complex sail – so this was acute
psychiatric conditioning (and the
last of Dave’s sign-offs). After lots
of careful preparation we had a
perfect flight, reaching 7.7 knots.
We managed to keep it flying all the
way back to the Goulet de Brest.

Brilliant. Then we ran down to Rade
de Brest, past the old submarine
pens, and other modern menacing
military installations. The Marina du
Chateau is tucked into a corner of
this large military harbour.
After berthing the crew were
still grieving over ‘Royaume
Uni Dysuni’; helped by various
expressions of sympathy and offers
of sanctuary from kind European
boaties. After light lunch we had a
make and mend afternoon. Then
we hit town to celebrate our new
mate with supper in Le Crabe
Marteau. It was lively and full of
locals getting increasingly drunk
on Breton cider. Everyone wearing
bibs, using hammers to crack
open their crabs on chopping
boards, spraying bits all over the
newspaper covered tables and
each other.
Next day we visited the breeze
block war memorial next to the very
impressive town hall. Then train
back to St Malo, a night in a small
hotel in the old town, an afternoon
sightseeing in the sunshine,
evening supper and then off on the
morning ferry to Brexitland.
copy - Chris Kingswood

8 - 18 July, Classic Channel Regatta

Bill Scatchard (S), Adrian Gould (M), Graham Macey, Jill Campion, Nigel Harvey
Anticipation had been growing
for weeks as a flurry of emails from
our Skipper arrived in my in box.
Lots of decisions about which
Royal Dart Yacht Club (RDYC)
shore events we will attend, the
buffet sounded the one, along with
the free drinks reception of course.
Kitty organisation became very
complex due to crew comings and
goings. Luckily Bill’s accounting
skills were deployed and before
we had stepped aboard many of
the fees and expenses had been
accounted for.
Being reasonably local I arrived
early to find SEA SCAMP on the
Darthaven visitors’ pontoon, only
to discover she had to move
to make room for other Classic
yachts. Our mooring was on the
deep water pontoon in the middle
of the Dart. So before I was able

to make notes about provisions
aboard off we went with John
Scatchard skippering, me acting
as Mate (John’s Mate had already
departed) for the shortest cruise
I’ve ever done! Luckily water
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taxies were offering a discount for
Classic crews and we made good
use of their excellent service to
and from the boat.
Travel arrangements having
been finalised earlier, I made it

to shore, collected Bill & Adrian
from Paignton and whisked them
off to the supermarket to victual
the boat. We managed to get all
their gear and food in the car and
arrived back in time to get aboard
before festivities started. A great
debt of gratitude goes to Jill my
wife who drove up with me so we
could use the car, I gave her a
fond farewell wave from the boat
as she set off on the trip home.
Once we had sorted out all
the gear it was time to retire to
RDYC for the Skippers briefing
and a catch up with old friends
amongst the other competitors.
There was much banter about
‘secret weapons’ and ‘tactics’ to
be deployed and we sized up the
opposition and who would be our
closest rivals over the next few
days. PHIZZ’s crew were in good
form and were surprised we knew
about their new cruising chute!
ZALEDA was another boat that
we were interested in as she, like
us, is also a member of the British
Classic Yacht Club (BCYC).
Skippers briefing revealed a
complex set of potential marks
for the race courses which will be
communicated by signs on the
committee boat WHITE MOUSE
II and broadcast over channel 72
five minutes before each race. We
were asked if we would like to host
a journalist from Classic Boat!
Saturday’s racing consisting of
two triangular courses, to be run
morning and afternoon. Sundays
outing being one longer bay race,
more than likely out to the Skerries
buoy. Formalities over we repaired
to the terrace for the drinks
reception and nibbles where the
Commodore of RDYC welcomed
us all. After drinking our fill we
returned to SEA SCAMP for a curry
I had brought from home and to
enter up all the potential marks in
the many and varied devices we
all had.
Saturday we were up early
wondering if there would be
racing as the visibility was poor,
however it soon cleared and the
wind picked up 4/5 gusting 6 from
SSW. A hearty breakfast and we
set off down river to collect Nigel
Sharp and out into the bay to hone
our tacking skills and set the boat
up for the days racing. Sailing

conditions were fairly challenging
with a steep short chop that
found most boats needing to reef
down, SEA SCAMP chose No.1
Jib and Mainsail. Bill & Adrian
are old racing hands but I had
never raced on SEA SCAMP. Starts
it would seem are the hardest
thing, getting the best position
and being in the right place at the
right time is critical, i.e. just the
right side of the start line at the
front of the fleet! Nigel was very
complimentary about the boat,
and a competent sailor he settled
in as part of the team.

safely managed in the end. Lunch
beckoned!
Race 2 – Another story, well lunch
was very nice, too nice, we hadn’t
been concentrating on the time or
the VHF race radio traffic, OMG
race 2 was about to start earlier
than anticipated and we were
nowhere near the fleet let alone
the start line! Time to go into
overdrive, heading straight for the
committee boat which was one
end of the start line we tacked
around her stern to cross the line a
good 280 seconds late and almost
last, disaster! The tide was now

Race 1 - We ended up a bit
too far down wind of the start
line when the one minute signal
sounded and consequently
made a poor start. However, our
first tack took us on a good line
and we headed much further
inshore past mark one to gain a
weaker adverse tide, thus making
the windward mark in only two
tacks gaining much ground, in
fact passing two or three boats.
Gybing round the mark we headed
down wind chasing BINKERr
hardening up round the final mark
to find our line to tack through
the start line and mark one for lap
two, using our previous inshore
tactic we gained on BINKER
but they held us off round the
windward mark and found some
speed downwind to the last mark.
It was nip and tuck they took the
finish horn just ahead of us….
but wait is our handicap better?
Well we didn’t have time to think
about that too much, Nigel was
to be transferred into a rib, no
mean feat in those conditions but

running hard and we deployed
our secret weapon of the inshore
route, past mark 1 this time
pushing on to tack late and on to
the windward mark. Gybing round
the mark we headed down wind
chasing BINKER again, this time
we found more speed as the wind
had freshened and we passed her
to windward robbing her of some
speed as we did so. We held her
off round the final mark and across
the line for the one lap race. We
all felt we had done much better, if
only we had made a better start….
some work to be done there!
Back at RDYC clubhouse we
found we had achieved 5th place
in both races, but beaten by
ZALEDA the other BCYC boat
who came 4th both races. Not at
all bad, checking our times we
could have beaten ZALEDA in
race 2 had we made a better start.
Saturday night the RDYC hosted
an excellent supper, we sat with
the French crew of CERVANTES
IV much talk of Brexit and
commiserations on the result.
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Sunday saw us taking part in
the parade of sail, past the town
quay where each boat had a
commentary provided for the
onlookers.
As we were second in the parade
we went past the committee
boat which was still on the RDYC
pontoon but displaying the marks
for the final race. Armed with
this information we plotted the
course and made our way out
in the bay to do some planning
about starts. Conditions were
similar to Saturday so Main and
No.1 Jib were hoisted, the wind
was SW 5 gusting 6. We used a
handy pot marker as a transit with
the start line on our tack track
and timed how long it took us to
reach the start line, just about 1
min, excellent! So trying to look
inconspicuous we hung around
the pot awaiting the one minute
signal. Hooray, a much better start
this time, somewhere mid fleet! Yet
again we deployed our now not so
secret tactic, but this time within 3
cables of the shore tacking on to
our course for the windward mark.

We had overtaken half a dozen
boats and it looked like we would
make the mark on this tack, PHIZZ
& ZALEDA were both behind us
now and as the wind gusted our
toerail disappeared under the
waterline we were making over 7
knots and still on course to make
the windward mark which was the
Skerries red can. About 2 cables
out the wind died somewhat and
the tide overcame us, a short tack
took us uptide to make it round
the can, not too much time lost.
Gybing we flew down on a broad
reach heading for mark 3, however
during that leg the race officer had
altered the course omitting a mark
and shortened the race to one lap.
Instructions issued over VHF, this
time we were paying attention and
we were now headed for a new
mark. Nearly home and in front of
ZALEDA a real victory, we rounded
the final mark and crossed the
line.
We couldn’t wait to get back to
the clubhouse to find our result,
we had been placed a provisional
fourth, why provisional? It

transpired that a boat in a different
class had lodged a Protest,
we were perplexed and finally
found out that the protester was
PAZIENZA who alleged we missed
the first mark! Outraged we
were keen to robustly defend our
honour, we possessed our GPS
track showing we had passed
all the marks correctly!!! In the
event it transpired PAZIENZA of
Division 1 withdrew all her protests
(she had protested a number
of boats in her class and had
mistaken us for another – SEA
SCAMP was in division 2 and had
started 5 minutes after Division 1
!), our honour was restored and
fourth place ahead of ZALEDA
confirmed.
Jill Campion & Nigel Harvey met
us at the clubhouse and we all
retired for a well-earned meal at
Rockstone, where we made plans
for the early start on Monday for
the passage race to Plymouth
ahead of the Revival Race from
there to Camaret.

Footnote ;
see Classic Boat - September 2016 In his short report on the July Dartmouth Classics, Nigel Sharp says “He
had a cracking sail on the windfall yacht SEA SCAMP”
BINKER - 12.2m (plus 6.4 m bowsprit) 1934, recently beautifully restored by Jamie Robinson CB July 2016
ZALEDA - 10.8 M 1966 McGruer with beautifully varnished hull.
PHIZZ – 12.1 m 1951 ocean racer - we had copied the design of their awning in 2015.
copy - Graham Macey
photos - Nigel Sharp

18-25 July, Douarnenez - Temps Fetes Maritime Festival
Bill Scatchard (S), John Adam (M), Chris Lovegrove, Viviane RIBEYRON
Monday 18th July – Brest Instead
of going shopping, I showed the
Regatta inspection team over SEA
SCAMP and then the crew had a
late lunch and enjoyed the last day
of the mind-blowing Brest Festival
visiting some wonderful boats
and ships, collecting yet another
flag - to be hoisted for the Parade
of Sail to Douarnenez.
In the
evening we went to the weekend
racing Prize Giving Reception at
CHANTIER de GUIP’s magnificent
boat building hall, where LA
RECOUVRANCE had been built
in 1992 (replica of an 1817 French

Naval Schooner). As SEA SCAMP
had not raced over the weekend
no prizes were expected but we
were delighted to receive from
the Mayor of Brest the “Prix de la
Ville de Brest SPECIAL PRIZE” - a
magnificent book about the history
and build of five yachts called
RUNA (1910 to 2013) Lots of
photographs, paintings and yacht
plans. SEA SCAMP was awarded
this prize because “they liked
her and we had supported the
Douarnenez and Brest Festivals
previously
1988/1992/1996”.
There followed a convivial
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crew meal – SEA SCAMP off to
Douarnenez and most of the other
yachts on the 240 mile race to La
Rochelle in the morning. The final
Brest firework display was the best.
Tuesday 19th – The Brest Festival
was over and already being
dismantled, we went shopping.
The Parade of Sail to Douarnenez
instructions were somewhat
sparse and mostly ignored by the
participating yachts however the
main objective was to rendezvous
at 1130 near Pointe Pen–Hir. We
set sail at 0940 and yet again there

was not a lot of wind so we motor
sailed through the Goulet joining
several thousand craft of all sizes
and description, from magnificent
square riggers to rowing boats.
The fleet converged and were
squeezing past La Louve E cardinal
tower off Pte Du Toulinguet and on
towards Pte Pen-Hir, we now had
to jostle for position as we neared
the Tas de Pois. We were just

After the Tas de Pois the fleet
thinned out, some continuing on
to the Raz de Sein and others on
to Douarnenez. We rounded Cap
de la Chevre at 1245 – off shore
this time, the Southerly wind piped
up so we had an enjoyable sail for
a couple of hours. At Douarnenez
we inspected our designated
anchorage off Port du Rosemur
and anchored in 8 metres. We

behind La RECOUVRANCE as we
headed towards the half cable gap
between Le Grande Tas de Pois
and La Dentele. We shot through
the narrows at 1143, 1 hour after
low water with “Notre Dame des
Flots”, a 28.5 m herring fishing
boat, the YCC guardship for the
La Rochelle Race, alongside us.
The cliffs from Brest to Douarnenez
were lined with hundreds of
thousands of spectators and on
the other side of the Tas de Pois
there was an armada of little boats
watching the spectacle. This was
the high light of the week which
John A had watched from the
clifftops several times in the past.

tidied ship and radioed for a water
taxi - nothing happened and so
after over an hours wait we hailed
a passing motor launch, which
thankfully came alongside. It
was piloted by Michel Bourdin,
photographer of Belle Ile, he had
recognised Sea Scamp from her
previous visit there, he obligingly
gave us a lift into harbour which
was tightly packed with vessels
of all sizes and shapes. A most
welcome cold beer in the blistering
heat followed by smoked mackerel
and chips on the quayside.
Wednesday 20th – Douarnenez
harbor was packed with an armada
of magnificent boats of all sizes,

for the crews on and off water
activities had been organized
– boat handling, monkey fist
throwing, sculling, parades of sail,
non stop music on the sound stage
– overwhelming ! Alas the water
taxi arrangements did not improve
much despite the willing locals who
tried their hardest and there was
not a landing stage for our dinghy
– just a beach a long way from the
port. We explored Dourarenez
visiting other vessels.
Thursday 21st - Exhausted by
all the Temps Fete activities, we
up anchored but as there was
no wind we had to motor across
Baie de Douarnenez to Morgat ,
John’s cousins Francois & Alain
Fleury and Francois Javein the
Commodore of the Morgat Yacht
Club – who presented us with
their burgee, came on board for
an aperitif, we then adjourned to
a beach side bar and then to the
Hotel de Morgat for dinner.
Friday 22nd – Alas not enough
wind to sail but enjoyable motor
around the Crozon headlands
back to Camaret.
Saturday 23rd – At last the wind
appeared and we sailed through
the Goulet to the Rade de Brest,
passing a nuclear submarine
which was proceeding to sea and
on to Lanevoc on the southern
shore where we picked up a
buoy. On Sunday we examined
the submarine base by binocular
but could not work out how the
submarines got in and out of its
vast hanger so we investigated,
closer inspection revealed that
there was a removable boom at
the entrance to the little harbor
and that the guards were awake –
sounding a hooter when vessels
approach too close ! We then had
an enjoyable sail across the Rade
to the Marina du Chateau.
A lovely week – pity about the lack
of wind !

copy - John Adam
photos - Viviane Ribeyron & Chris Lovegrove
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Sketch by John Adam’s
Gt Grandfather c 1890, the
anchorage at Douarnenez was
less crowded in those days!

19 July, Les Tas de Pois
Il faisait chaud, très chaud, incroyablement chaud
Sur la rade et la ville soufflait un sirocco.
Soufflait n'est pas le mot : la chaleur était là
Mais sur Brest et son port pas de vent ces jours là.
Par contre les voiliers y étaient par centaines :
De tous petits trois pieds et des mâts de Misaine,
Plus de mille cinq cent et Sea Scamp en était
Bill, Chris, John, le moteur et moi le manœuvraient.
Le point d'orgue des jours, ce fût la caravane
Qui, les voiles hissées, quoique mue par moteurs,
Franchit les Tas de Pois qui ont volé tant d'âmes,
En paquet très serré, bords à bords, mais sans heurts.

The sun was really hot
The sky was really blue
The wind was really out
The boats were not a few
More than one thousand
And Sea Scamp among them
Sailing in caravan
Through islets like high thumbs
It was overcrowded
But it was beautiful
And for people on board
And for people on shore
copy and photos - Viviane RIBEYRON
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25 - 29 July, All’s well that starts badly

Bill Robson (S), Nicky Twort (M), Chris Lovegrove, Matthew Robson
Having been delayed four hours
by a rescheduled Flybe departure
time and unsure what we might find
to eat at Brest late on a Sunday
evening Matthew and I had an
early and yuk bite at Southampton
airport. Approaching Guipavas
airport we were told we would
be making an instrument landing.
Trying to make phone calls on
arrival we found we could not.
On trying to meet up the previous
skipper for a drink we were told
“meals only”.
Come Monday, on trying to get
euros from an ATM it transpired
the card provider had been bought
and the PIN changed. Seeking a
taxi to get the victuals from Super-U
to the boat we were told it would
arrive in an hour; we two had to
carry a week’s provisions for four
on the tram. On trying to tell Nicky
(she came via Ferry) where the
boat was, the same problems with
the phones. Arriving at the Moulin
Blanc marina we found no trolleys,
then no boat. But we did find Nicky
and then received a text saying
SEA SCAMP was at “Marlene du
Chateau”. On meeting up with
Chris at Maison Chateau where the
boat actually was it was too late to
get any lunch and the wifi was not
working.
After removing all the banners
signs, flags and other adornments
from SEA SCAMP we set off
against a foul tide and head to
wind for about 10 miles to anchor
in the Anse de Berthaume beside

a large rock called Le Chat. We
needed to catch the north going
Chenal du Four tidal stream at
dawn. A Quiet night with tolerable
swell after a hastily cooked
Zarzuelo: suddenly it was first light
on Tuesday and time to go.
By early afternoon after 38 miles
we were at Libenter buoy, then
soon after moored alongside the
wavebreaker at La Palue full of joie
de vivre. But the only way to get
a wifi password was to register
with the Chamber of Commerce;
then all the restaurants were
full except one in a hotel which
was completely empty. Needs
must when the devil drives so we
entered. Suddenly inner doors
opened and guests piled in. We
had an excellent meal of oysters
and crab.
Wednesday morning dawned
but not in L’Aberwrach: the visibility
was poor to nil. By noon, it cleared
enough for us to find our way out
of the river. Suddenly Libenter hove
into view and we were all set to
head for L’ile de Batz where the
wind was coming from! We put
in hours of tacks until the wind
backed and our VMG tailed off.
Then in the rapidly fading light and
rapidly increasing mist we motored
round Ar Chaden, squeezed into
the Canal de l’Ile de Batz and
spotted a mooring buoy. Unable
to translate the word “ Prive”
painted on it we picked it up and
had a peaceful night after a kind
of cottage pie made from tinned

Brain Tweaker answers
1 Taking off.
2 A line joining places with the same average rainfall.
3 Denmark, Germany and The Netherlands.
4 Trafalgar. It is only listed in the first forecast of the day at 0048 hrs..
set by Bill Robson
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boeuf bourguinon and mashed
spuds, garnished with remoulade.
Thus arrived Thursday and it was
very good visibility so we left at
0330 GMT. Having left Astan buoy
to port we pointed at Falmouth on
330 degrees and sailed all day
in a Force 4 on port tack.We saw
only three far-off large vessels.
Having just spotted the Lizard
abeam to port we saw a submarine
on the surface; it slunk away. We
stood on to clear the Gunthens off
Chrynhallis Point then anchored in
Coverack Cove at about 1900 hrs
for cassoulet, then a well-earned
sleep, having covered 90 miles
in 14 hours and thirty minutes
(average 6.2 knots).
In came Friday morning; after a
breakfast of whatever we had left
or had been left came a trip into
the Helford River. Anchored there
was a boat called SEAMOGS
which had been at the Brest and
Douarnenez events and which was
at La Palue with us. We tied up to
a buoy and dined off a three bean
and ratatouille salad. A leisurely
battery-charging few miles later we
rafted up at Falmouth Yacht Haven
to a friendly boat called LUFT &
LIEBE.
On Saturday morning we walked
SEA SCAMP to an adjacent berth
alongside when it became vacant,
topped up fuel and gas and
breakfasted in style ashore. And all
was well.
copy - Bill Robson

30 July - 6 Aug, On Mackerel Seas; Falmouth to Torquay
Alison Dewar (S), Adrian Halstead (M), Celia Emmott, James Wickens
Saturday
I arrived first with Alison soon
after and Celia and Adrian next.
Andy was Ill and sadly could not
make any of the trip. It was a lovely
sunny day in Falmouth we spent
our time provisioning and ate roast
chicken and salad on board.
The forecast warned of heavy rain
on Monday so we decided to push
on to Fowey to get a good pitch
and hunker down for Monday.

Gorran Haven with possible
return to Fowey or push through
to Plymouth and make up some
distance. Some members of the
RFYC motored over to us with the
offer of an evening drink as part
of their classic yacht regatta. As
were starting to get the boat ready
to leave, the weather lifted and the
decision was taken to use

Sunday
Set off late Sunday morning
with a very favourable wind and
weak tides. Lovely sail sunny
with scattered clouds. Would be
very relaxing if it were not for the
nail-biting mackerel competition.
SEA SCAMP was determined to
frustrate us by refusing to cruise
slower than six knots (when Adrian
tells me that three to five is ideal).
Trailing two lines, we caught a
solitary mackerel just as we were
coming under Gribbin Head. The
mackerel went down fighting (or
rather up) and totally tangled the
two lines together.
We picked up a mooring buoy.
Adrian and I both said that during
this trip we wanted to go swimming
off SEA SCAMP, the weather was
good and the water was clear,
so we both took the plunge and
jumped in! Later, we took the water
taxi to Polruan where we walked up
to the coast path where we took
in a vista that spanned from Bolt
Head and Plymouth to the Lizard.
A pint in the Lugger and we took a
taxi back to the boat for curry in the
late evening.
Monday
The forecast rain arrived with
gusto. A lie-in followed with a trip
to the Royal Fowey Yacht Club
where the showers brought us
back to life. Alison joined us later.
Chandlery, pasty, coffees, then
across to Polruan for a nice meal in
the Lugger. Scallops all round!
Tuesday
Weather still touch and go with
worries about visibility. Choice
between day off the beach in

complain about my cooking for
which I was most grateful.
Wednesday
Sunny start and we began
preparations to leave but the
weather forecast suggested
things would turn for the worse
with near gale force 7-s across
Salcombe Harbour entrance so
we demobilised and explored
Plymouth instead. We scattered
when we reached the old town,
I took a tour of the gin distillery,
Adrian explored a historic nao
visiting the harbour, and so on.
Alison, Adrian and I rendezvoused
in Tinside Lido for a dip in
unheated sea water while Celia
had a cream tea in the Royal
Corinthian Yacht Club and watched
the "wild" swimmers traverse the
harbour. We didn't go as far as the
wild swimmers but we didn't have
wetsuits so I think we can claim the

Polruan Blockhouse
the favourable wind to press on
to Plymouth (It should be noted
that Alison and Adrian spent a lot
of time and effort trying to get to
grips with a worrying noise coming
from the engine / gear box before
we left Fowey). SEA SCAMP had
the bit between her teeth again
and surged across to Plymouth
rarely dropping below 6 knots. I
helmed almost the entire passage
and loved it. The weather has been
brooding all day with visibility falling
to ~3 miles at worst then clear,
then back again a final splutter of
drizzle when we arrived in Plymouth
marked the end of weather fronts
that had been dogging us.
Safely tied up in Plymouth Yacht
Haven I cooked the evening meal
and everyone was too polite to
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moral victory. We returned to the
boat and Celia prepared cauliflower
cheese for dinner.
Thursday
After some serious tinkering on
the gear box from Adrian, and a
new fender from me, we departed
towards Salcombe. The weather
was perfect and Sea Scamp once

again tore through the sea but
Adrian managed to haul in two
mackerel this leg. We all knew that
Salcombe in August would be busy
but when we arrived it was teeming.
The harbour master found us a
yacht on a mooring buoy we could
raft up to and we settled in for the
evening. Salcombe Harbour is
still beautiful even though it was
packed. Adrian couldn't resist
another dip but I decided to leave
the swimming to him this time. We
had a lovely dinner and would have
gone straight to bed were it not for
the fabulous firework display; the
reason why Salcombe was so busy
was because it was their summer
regatta / fair. Seeing the rocket
bursts mirrored in the calm harbour
water made for a breath taking end
to a wonderful day.
Friday
With just a short hop to take
us to Torquay, we decided to
break the day up and drop into
Dartmouth for lunch. Another
good sail where Adrian hooked
the biggest mackerel so far. I took
the opportunity to practice taking

some sightings. We nosed into
Dartmouth and motored to the
fuel barge. The tide was fierce. We
traversed over to the town pontoon

Arriving in Torquay marina we
were directed into a very awkward
finger birth. Adrian made an
excellent fish risotto with our three

and de-camped to Dartmouth town
via water taxi. The harbour master
(a former Marabu skipper) was very
generous and didn't charge us for
the few hours we stayed.
We each explored Dartmouth town
by ourselves. I had a pasty and an
ice cream and soon we all returned
to Sea Scamp for the final leg of
our cruise. I took my turn on the
mackerel lines but failed to add to
Adrian's haul of three.

of mackerel and we retired to bed.
After the rugged beauty and gentle
charm of the Cornwall and south
west Devon coasts, the brash glitz
of Torquay seafront was jarring.
The next day was busy readying
Sea Scamp before each of us
made our way to the station and
departed. I was sad my wonderful
week was over.
copy and photos - James Wickens

13 - 14 August, East Solent Explorer: notes on some rarer destinations
Alison Dewar (S), Nicky Twort (m), Amanda Prout, Flo Preux
A rare opportunity to head east
and explore some new delights,
with a favourable wind matching
the neap tide.
Quarr Abbey
Great romping sail on Saturday
morning across the Solent to
anchor off Quarr Abbey (between
Ryde and Wootton). Had this lovely
spot all to ourselves, unlike busy
Osborne Bay. It shelves gently;
perfect for anchoring under sail
and practising other techniques
suited to a bit of shelter and a wide
spot of sea. Spotted some Cowes
Week racing and the Southsea Kite
Festival.
MDL Northney Marina
Onward from Quarr to Northney;
downwind to Chichester entrance
before motoring up the Emsworth
channel. The buoyage here is well

spaced, so good visibility required.
As to Northney itself, I wouldn’t
recommend it for Sea Scamp, other
than in very slight SW winds (as we
had). The entrance is narrow and
the marina even more so – and
there is no turning room beyond ‘B’
pontoon in neaps (which of course
is the only time Sea Scamp is likely
to pay a visit). We had researched
carefully with MDL staff in SQ and
Northney and were pre-booked on
‘A’ hammerhead. Just about the
only berth suited to Sea Scamp but
nonetheless a very tight squeeze
just inside the entrance. No sign of
the promised dory in support, so
it was something of a relief to tie
up after a couple of 7-point turns
between ‘B’ and ‘C’ pontoons.
The rewards are excellent facilities
(are the showers are bigger than
the marina?), fabulous birdlife and
harbour views.
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Seaview Yacht Club
An unexpected breeze found us
sailing out of Chichester harbour
early on the Sunday. It soon died
away though and our arrival off
Seaview was under motor. The
yacht club has several moorings
– shown on their website (beware,
as most won’t take Sea Scamp’s
tonnage). We picked up one of
the stronger moorings outside the
3 main trotlines (near the cardinal
pole off the slipway). Almost within
seconds club staff arrived to whisk
us ashore on their fast rib. For £10
we were able to moor for lunch and
enjoy the water taxi service. We
walked to the beaches, explored
the pretty town and sat with icecreams to watch the world go by.
Lunch back on board before the
long motor back to SQ.
copy - Alison Dewar

15-17 Aug, Solent Sailing Skills

Alison Dewar (S), Adrian Gould (M), Rob Panting, Sophie Lund, Eamonn Healy
I had just come back from a
cycle ride in the Surrey Hills, Ian
was at work, one daughter at uni,
one overseas … ‘ Now what…,’ I
was thinking, ‘…how about a trip
on SEA SCAMP again?’ I came
through the door and ‘ping,’ an

email from Alison – want to go
sailing in August? So there I was.
My first time on SEA SCAMP for
20 years bar one day trip 13 years
ago. As it was a skills training trip,
I didn’t know what to expect, but
I was very grateful Alison had a)
mustered a competent mate and
crew and b) didn’t expect me to
remember anything.
SEA SCAMP seemed in pretty
good shape to me - in particular
she looked and smelt drier than
I remember. Nice woodwork
around the chart table and oven,
good comfy life jackets, no bilge
pumping, lockers that stay shut
and dry (I think). And the heads
work!
When I arrived, Alison, Adrian,

Eamonn and Rob were just coming
to the end of what looked like a
very comprehensive bit of passage
planning training. Adrian handed
me a roving fender (glad not to
have anything tricky), reminded
me not to get in the way of the
boom and off
we went! Up
with the sails
and Eamonn’s
excellent
pilotage got us
safely down
Southampton
water, tacking all
the way. I had
just re-mastered
the running
backstays
when phew (no
more winching)
we turned
westwards. After a bit of anchoring
under sail practice, Adrian found us
a nice anchorage in my favourite
IoW harbour.
Newtown is
rather pretty, but
the language of
certain Solent
sailors is sadly
not so pretty
when another
boat is spoiling
their view (or
anchor) – luckily
their colourful
language was
not directed at
us. First night’s
cooking – thanks
Adrian – best curry ever.
Another warm sunny day. We
were planning
a breakfast
our crowded
anchorage
companions
would envy,
but sadly our
anchor dragged
so off we went,
smelling their
bacon instead.
Next on the
skills agenda
was the official
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SEA SCAMP approach to man
overboard. On the way to the
Needles, we practiced quick stops,
reaching away and returning useful to know how long it takes
to come to a halt, but glad no-one
waiting in the water. It was one
of those beautiful sunny August
days, most people at work, a lovely
breeze, the Needles and Alum
Bay looked stunning. Alison had
the idea of anchoring for a swim,
but didn’t notice any swimming
enthusiasts on board, so we went
for an enjoyable sail instead with
some pilotage practice through
Hurst and more heaving-to. As we
approached Cowes, both the QE2
and Queen Mary decided to pay
us a visit which was very nice of
them, we found a pontoon near the
Folly Inn and after another delicious
dinner drifted off to sleep.
Next day we did some ‘how to
get off a pontoon’ practice, sailed

round to Osborne Bay, anchoring
under sail for breakfast. Rob did a
grand job organising us all leaving
the busy anchorage, hauling up the
main, reefing, shaking out reefs,
and then with a dead run, we had
plenty of gybing practice all the
way home.
So – thanks for a lovely trip
Alison, Adrian, Rob and Eamonn.
My knowledge of how to sail SEA
SCAMP came trickling, rather than
flooding back, but day by day rusty
cogs engaged and hopefully I will
remember more next time.
copy and photos - Sophie Lund

photo - Sophie Lund

17 - 18 September Solent Odyssey

Bill Scatchard (S), Amanda Prout (M), Flo Preux
We set off on Saturday
morning, running down
Southampton water with a
NW4 so we had lots of gybing
practice and on to Yarmouth in

a strengthening NW 5/6. Once
safely moored we explored the
town and then ate on board. On
Sunday the wind had changed
to ENE 2 and as there was not

enough to make much headway
we motored back to Shamrock
Quay. A quiet weekend !
copy Bill Scatchard

8 - 9 October OCC Regatta
Bill Scatchard (S), Amanda Prout (M), Flo Preux, Barbara Booth (PM)
An early start and little wind, so
we motored down Southampton
Water and onto the rendezvous
with the other 8 participants of the
OCC Regatta, off Hill Head, and
collected the regatta instructions
from ESCAPADE.
The days activities include a
crossword, 80th anniversary quiz
and the composition of an “Ode
to an 80 year old”. The mornings
sailing challenge was termed
“PIECES OF EIGHT” - certain
Solent buoys had been allocated a
varying number of points – we had
to round as many as possible and
also sail in a figure of eight round
some of them before returning
to the finish at Hill Head. In the
two hours allowed SEA SCAMP
managed to round only 3 of the
designated buoys in the light winds
but in the words of Brian Verstage

the organiser, our figure of eight
was “very elegant” – as befitting an
80 year old lady.
After lunch we set off on the
CHICKEN RUN - sail as far west
as possible and be at the finish
line off Beaulieu River entrance at
1615. As the wind was very light we
were only able to sail a little past
Beaulieu before turning to sail back
against the tide –we did turn after
OVERLORD, DODGER, & TEAR
AWAY TOO but not as far west, as
we approached the finish the wind
dropped and we struggled to cross
the line.

Pursuit Race – a zigzag course
back to Hill Head finish.
SEA SCAMP was the first to
start, the wind had freshened and
we held off the opposition until
we were overtaken by KUSIMA, a
Sigma, after we had rounded West
Ryde Middle, we were 2nd over
the line.
An enjoyable regatta in light
winds.

Motored up river to moor on the
RSYC pontoon at Gins where we
had the excellent Regatta Dinner.

RESULTS –
Pieces of 8 2nd = ,
Chicken Run 6th,
Quiz 2nd,
Ode 5th ,
Sunday Salver 2nd OVERALL 3rd .

Sunday – motored down river for
the start of the SUNDAY SALVER

WELL DONE SEA SCAMP & HER CREW
copy Bill Scatchard
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Proposed Sea Scamp sailing programme for 2017

as of 18 December 2016, for up to date programme please contact Nicky Twort or view on the website

Trip

Days

Dates

Handover

Skipper

Mate

Vacancies

1

3 days

10-12 April

S.Q.

Bill Scatchard

2

4 days Easter

14-17 April

S.Q.

Kate Taylor

3

week end

22-23 April

S.Q.

John Salmon

Nicky Twort

none

4

3 days

29 April- 1 May

S.Q.

Alison Dewar

Adrian Gould

4

5

week end

6-7 May

S.Q.

Kate Taylor

6

weekend

13-14 May

S.Q.

Rob Stevenson

3

7

week end

20-21 May

S.Q.

Bill Scatchard

4

7a

3 days

23 - 25 May

S.Q. - Brighton

Clive Brown

Sara Taffinder

2

8

4 days

26-29 May

Brighton - Fecamp/
Le H.

Mike Sharples

Adrian Gould

3

9

13 days

29 May - 10 June

Le Havre - Cherbourg .

John Scatchard

Hilary Webb

4

10

7 days

10-17 June

North France

11

7 days

17-24 June

France - Falmouth

12

7 days

24 June - 1 July

Falmouth - Torquay

13

7 days

1-7 July

Torquay - Brixham

14

3 days

7-9 July

Brixham - Dartmouth

Bill Scatchard

Adrian Gould

3

15

7 days

9-15 July

Dartmouth - Paimpol

Bill Scatchard

Adrian Gould

3

16

7 days

15-22 July

Paimpol - Channel l.

Bill Scatchard

17

7 days

22-29 July

Channel islands

18

7 days

29 July - 5 August

Channel l. - Falmouth

19

7 days

5-12 August

Falmouth - Plymouth

20

7 days

12-19 August

Plymouth

Mike Sharples

Adrian Gould

3

21

7 days

19-26 August

Plymouth

Clive Brown

Sara Taffinder

2

22

7 days

26 August - 2 September

Plymouth

John Salmon

23

7 days

2- 9 September

Plymouth - Torquay

24

7 days

9-16 September

Torquay - Weymouth.

25

7 days

16-22 September

Weymouth - S.Q.

26

7 days

22-30 September

S.Q.

27

week end

30 September - 1 Oct

S.Q.

28

week end

7-8 October

S.Q.

29

week end

14-15 October

S.Q.

30

week end

21-22 October

S.Q.

31

week end

28-29 October

S.Q.

32

week end

4-5 November

S.Q.

33

week end - dekit

11-12 November

S.Q.

2

Rob Stevenson

5

John Salmon

3

Please note: at time of going to print very much in draft form
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Cruise Booking and Payment Procedures
SUBSCRIPTIONS
These remain the same for 2017 and are for 12 months from the date of application.
by standing order

by single payment

Shareholder single member 60 shares or more

£25

£40

Shareholder Family membership 90 shares or more

£35

£50

Adult Member

£75

£90

Family Membership

£110

£125

Cadet Member

£35

£45

BOOKING BERTHS
Anyone wanting to book should:a) Book direct with the Skipper who must advise the Sailing Secretary of crew names and capability.
b) Contact the Sailing Secretary who will take enquiries for berths and pass these on to Skippers for action.
(The Sailing Secretary keeps an up-to-date list of crew bookings.)
Once the Skipper offers a place the booking MUST be confirmed with a deposit of 50% of the sailing fee, balance of the
fee is then due two months prior to sailing, or the full sailing fee if the trip is within two months of sailing.
Cheques should be made payable to “SEA SCAMP Syndicate” and sent to the Skipper who will forward them to the Treasurer, accompanied by a completed Sailing Fee Sheet.
.
SAILING FEES for 2017 are;
All members except cadets			
Cadet (23 or under and in full time education)

£40 per day.
£20 per day

PROVISIONAL MEMBERSHIP
In addition those who wish to sail who are not members of the Sea Scamp Syndicate must join as a Provisional Member.
Provisional membership lasts for 3 months
Fee to become a Provisional Member in 2017 are:
Adult £10
Cadet .£5
AFFILIATE MEMBER (a full member of the Little Ship Club)
Annual fee of £10
Skippers please note
When a booking is made for a friend or guest please complete a Provisional Membership form which then must be signed
by the Provisional Member and then returned to the Treasurer, preferably with the Provisional Member's cheque, and at the
latest at least one week before sailing, in order to comply with the Maritime and Coastguard Agency requirements.
Sailing Fees may now be paid by electronic Transfer from your bank to the Club.
Fill in these bank transfer details
Payee SEASCAMP SYNDICATE
Sort Code 090155
Account 88453080
Reference Txx

i.e. for Royal Escape
weekend with John
Scatchard just put in
“T10” for the reference

Notes
1. You must make a separate transfer for each trip.
2. Reference must consist of“T” followed ONLY by the number of the trip shown on the sailing programme (NO DATES)
3. For a deposit and then the final payment just put the same T reference for each transfer
4 .I will see your name automatically as it will be put in by your bank.
Please be punctilious if you wish to be able to continue this way of paying.
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OVERLORD’s news and planned programme for 2017

to sail on OVERLORD mail sailing sec at nick@nigelfamily or visit www.sailoverlord.org.uk

OVERLORD’s News and planned programme for 2017
To sail on OVERLORD visit www.sailoverlord.org.uk or e-mail the Sailing Secretary, Nick Nigel: nick@
nigelfamily.com
2016 saw OVERLORD take part in the JOG St. Vaast race and then triumph at the Portcullis Regatta in May
by winning the Trade Winds Trophy. After a visit to the Channel Islands and north Brittany, she then joined in the
classic race to Brest and Brest Festival. At the beginning of July she set sail for Ireland and spent the next seven
weeks cruising the southern Irish ports from Cork to Dingle and all places in between. Some crews enjoyed very
pleasant sunny weather while others experienced rather more typical weather for the Emerald Isle, but did get the
pleasure of some fairly exciting sailing and the company of lots of dolphins.
At the beginning of September OVERLORD sailed to Falmouth and thence back to Gosport. She took part in
the Solent JOG race where sadly she did not excel. She did no better in the OCC Regatta the next weekend.
Never mind! - she is a lovely boat to cruise in and winning isn’t everything is it?
OVERLORD will again be competing in the St. Vaast JOG in 2017. There will be several training sessions to
help people upgrade and, hopefully, bring on future mates and skippers. We plan some weekend sailing in May
and then off to northern Spain to explore the Rias for a couple of months. Time we had some warm weather
sailing! We return to Falmouth in the middle of August and then sail gently back to Gosport for some autumn
sailing with JOG races and our own Regatta - September 30th/October 1st - put the date in your diaries now.
SEA SCAMP members are always welcome on OVERLORD so have a look at the programme
on our website - www.sailoverlord.org.uk or contact our Sailing Secretary, Nick Nigel - nick@nigelfamily.com.
Good sailing to all - Miggie Bruce

In Valentia Harbour

With trawlers in Castletown
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50 Square Metre News
30 Sq metre PHOENIX -reported to have sunk on her moorings on River Tamar in 2015
30 Sq m ERIDA -For sale ( Sept 2016) Restored @ 2010 £56,000

SEA OTTER/SEEOTTER V50 - Rupert Richardson is semi-retiring from Elephant Boatard andintends to make
SEA OTTER ready to sail again

PICCANIN – SEA SCAMP motored up River L’Aulne, Rade de Brest, on 15th July for a picnic, with similar looking
PICCANIN - 11.8m MYSTERY CLASS built in 1937 by Robert Clark of Shoreham, restored 2000-2 by Chantier
du Guip, Brest.

copy - Bill Scatchard
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Should we buy an AED

Bill Robson

Prompted by a suggestion that “ we should equip SEASCAMP with an AED because CPR is in my opinion
virtually impossible on SEASCAMP” Discussions took place at the Skippers’ meeting on 22nd October and the
General Committee on 11th December. The conclusion at both these meetings was “no” but the Committee
agreed we should seek thoughts from all Members by invitation in an article in the Journal. So here goes.
AED means Automatic Emergency Defibrillator. This is accepted as improving survival if used soon after a
cardiac arrest. It costs with cabinet approx £1500. The RYA recommend it for Club Rooms and Marinas but do
not think it is suited to a smmall vessel.
http://www.rya.org.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/training/Web%20Documents/RYA%20Training/Instructors/
AEDs%20are%20they%20for%20you.pdf
Here are the snags
1.
CPR has to be the first step, it should continue even as the AED electrodes are being connected to the
victim and CPR must be resumed immediately afterwards.
It should not be used except where it is dry and there is stability. The victim must not be touching
anyone or be in contact with wet surfaces.

3.

It only buys a little time until an Emergency Medical Despatcher arrives. Roughly half a mile in a dinghy
to a point where the Despatcher can get to the victim is the maximum.

4.

It needs a cabinet 40X40X20cm to keep it in. Cabinet needs to be dust proof and watertight

5.

It needs a mains supply to keep it at all times within its working temperature and to keep its battery
charged

6.

Cost with cabinet is approximately £1500
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Specialist travel insurance
Designed with overseas sailing in mind.
Our specialist travel insurance policy provides valuable
worldwide cover and is especially suited to sailing overseas.
If you’re planning on boating abroad this year, give us a call
and we’ll be happy to advise you.

Enquire online or call us today

bishopskinner.com

0800 783 8057
0127-0116 Seascamp travel insurance advert FINAL.indd 1

Travel Insurance

Motorboat

Yacht
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Dinghy

Windsurf

Travel

06/01/2016 14:35:40

Directions to SEA SCAMP when berthed at Shamrock Quay SO14 5QL
Bitterne Railway St. 25 min walk
From Southampton Central
Railway Station allow 15 to 20
mins in Taxi, or it’s about a 50
min walk.

A3
0

24

If Driving entrance to the Marina
is off William Street.

Bri
dg
e

Contact No. for the Marina Office
(MDL) is:- 02380 229461

No
rth
am

Check in at the MDL Marina
Office to register your car
registration number

Water Front Bar and
Restaurant
Yellow Welly Cafe,
Park in this
area
if possible
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m Str

Willia

Entrance to
Shamrock Quay
Marina
SO14 5QL

Toilets/
showers

Marina
Office
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SEA SCAMP
on her berth
Hammerhead
Pontoon K

Woolston Railway St.
30 min walk
A3025

Itchen Bridge, Toll

Photo rear cover - ‘ready for refit’ ed.
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Ready for refit

